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The time will come when,
with elation ,
you will greet yourself
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in your own mirror
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Love After Love
by Derek Walcott
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Welcome from the Editors:
Ilene Serlin Ph.D, Larry Graber MA, & Erika Hansen Ed.D

Happy New Year!
It has been a long time since our last newsletter. Our dear founding member
and co-editor has stepped down (Heather Hill) but will still be letting us know
about her creative activities around the globe.
Now, Larry Graber has stepped up to join us, and I look forward to his energy
and vision. I have worked with Larry on several Arts and Health events, and
welcome his music/dance/ritual-maker/therapist contributions!
Thank you for your contributions and I look forward to the continued evolution
of psychotherapy and the arts.
With warm wishes,
Ilene
Hello Again!
I am proud to continue another year with APA division 32 Psychotherapy and
the Arts Newsletter! I was privileged to work with such incredible
professionals as Ilene and Heather, (we wish Heather well) and I now welcome
Larry as a new powerful addition to our team. J
I look forward to another season of getting to know the creative professionals
that comprise our division making it a true joy!

Best to you,
Dr Hansen
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Hello Psychology and Arts Professionals!
I’m Larry, the new co-editor. I look forward to a rich tenure on the
Psychotherapy and the Arts Newsletter . I would like to invite spirited
interdisciplinary conversations, especially the collaborative examination of
the arts, embodiment and trauma.
To introduce myself: I am a psychotherapist, in private practice in Santa Monica, CA,
specializing in arts and body-based psychotherapy for post-traumatic stress, as well as
couple/marital therapy, clinical hypnosis and medical psychology. I have been in the field of
professional psychology for over 30 years and also have extensive background in the movement
arts, psychodrama and complementary health. I am currently completing a doctoral degree in
Clinical Psychology at Saybrook University, where my focus is on somatic aspects of posttraumatic stress disorder and dissociation. I am also concentrating on creativity studies and
consciousness, spirituality and integrative health. My dissertation examines the historical and
contemporary role of the body in psychotherapy and trauma. Additionally, I have been
developing a model based on poetry and embodied writing as a multimodal, culturally congruous,
approach to healing trauma.
I am also a percussionist and work with all ages using rhythm-based approaches to wellness
and healing. My past rhythm based experiences included providing health psychology, rhythmbased workshops for caregivers of older adults with brain disorders under a 10-year contract
with the USC School of Gerontology. I am passionate about the history of ritual and indigenous
healing as cultural dimensions of healing trauma, grief and loss.
I have extensive background and therapeutic experiences in body-oriented psychotherapy. I
am certified as a body psychotherapist in Biodynamic Psychology, one of the main body
psychotherapy disciplines recognized by the European Association for Psychotherapy. I
regularly conduct workshops and presentations nationally on music and wellness and bodybased interventions for posttraumatic stress. My most recent area of interdisciplinary
development involves collaboration on a multimodal arts-based program for trauma-related
conditions in emergency responders and combat veterans.
Some of my other professional background. I worked previously in three Veterans
Administration Health Care facilities in a medical psychology capacity: Sepulveda-VHA Medical
Center (1987-1991); WLA-VHA Medical Center (1996-1998); and, the Los Angeles VHAOutpatient clinic for my predoctoral psychology internship. I also worked as a senior staff
clinician for 10 years in the Crises Unit/Emergency Services division, Didi Hirsch Community
Mental Health Center (1989-1999) and was clinical research associate at UCLA Pain
Management Center (1985-1989), where I conducted my master’s thesis research (1986) on
emotional and cognitive factors related to headache treatment outcome. My teaching credits
include CSUN Human Relations Program (1982-1984); various psychology courses (1984-1986);
and I co-developed the first human diversity coursework at USC (1992-1994). I was a founding
director of IDEAS (Identity in Existence Arts), a non-profit organization that funded arts
projects by and about persons living with HIV/AIDS.
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News from the Editors:
News from Ilene
Hello everyone,
This has been a productive year for me. The
project I’m most excited about is the work
with trauma, both internationally and at
home. These are dark times for many of us,
and so it can be uplifting to find a place to
make some contribution. I am grateful for
the opportunities to work in China and
Jordan, and that is the kind of work that
seems most important right now.
First I made a fascinating trip to China and
Hong Kong, introducing Dance Movement
Therapy (DMT) for Personal Growth in
Yunnan
province
and
DMT
for
Relationships in Guangzhou, and the Fourth
International Conference on Existential
Therapy in Hong Kong, May 2016
In summer, I conducted a 5-day training in
the use of dance movement therapy to work
with trauma, The Art of Embodiment:
Whole Person Approaches to Working
with Trauma, a continuing education
intensive, at Presidio Dance Theatre, June
29-July 3, 2016. We used KinAesthetic
Imagining to promote embodiment, evoke
imagery, and discover meaning.
This October, I had the honor of joining a
trip by the Common Bond Institute to
Jordan for their yearly conference on
Intergenerational Trauma, where we
explored innovative ways of working with
trauma. Our group included volunteers,
medical and social work students, who
worked in the clinics there; and, then we
were part of a larger conference. I was able
to not only participate in the women’s
support group and individual sessions, but
also to introduce a women’s movement
group where, as just women, we bellydanced together

Below, see the flyer about the conference,
with some photos from the conference.
On day one, we went as the group to the
apartment shown on the next page. There
we met Dr. Ayat, an assistant professor of
social work at Yarmouk University. The
building was modern and clean, and the
government gives food and supplies. We
were told that in the apartment live 112
people: 33 families, with about 45 children.
Most of the children are in school, although
only 10 are paid for—they are waiting for
donations to cover the rest; the school is
funded by Syrians, living in Saudi Arabia.
We learned about some hard cases—a 10
year old can’t sleep and misses his father,
regressions
like
bed-wetting
and
nightmares. There are only women and
children under 11 years old here—most
families are very religious and don’t allow
mixed genders after 11 years old. At that
point the whole family relocates.
We worked first with the women, about 12
widows in our circle. When asked what their
problems were, most talked first about
aggression, taking it out on their children,
feeling like “volcanoes” ready to explode.
One had such anxiety that she couldn’t stop
shaking. We began with talking—they were
so glad to see that others came all the way
to show care for them, and were very open. I
worked with Sylvia (a graduate student
from CIIS), and there were 3 young female
medical
students,
who
served
as
translators. After introductions, we used
props, like a light ball to express and relieve
anger. They were also interested in simple
self-help skills like breathing exercises and
relaxation. Some already show leadership
and want to continue working with the
women’s groups. After the group they
wanted to meet one-on-one to talk more
with us.
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We brought 10 teddy bears with us, donated by Shulamit Sofia, and one of the women held on to
one bear for the entire group. We are exploring the usefulness of these teddy bears for use in
parenting skills classes or by the children. All the people we have met have been extremely
gracious, grateful, and open ... and there are many possibilities for collaboration.
Finally, I’m pleased to join the faculty of the new Integral and Transpersonal Psychology PhD
program, at CIIS, and I am looking forward to working with creative colleagues.

Ilene with Group on Day one in Jordan

The Happy Graduates!
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Dr. Serlin’s recent interviews, talks, and publications
Talks and Interviews
• KinAesthetic Imagining. A TED-style talk given by Dr. Serlin to the Society for Humanistic
Psychology, San Francisco State University. March 19, 2016
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a69RuRu0wZI
• Interview with Tom Greening. Dr. Serlin interviews Tom Greening at the APA conference
in Toronto, Canada. August 8, 2015.
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Xs7_lPeF7Y
• Post traumatic stress disorder in Israel. Dr. Serlin interviews Dr. Danny Brom, Director of
Israel Center for the Treatment of Psychotrauma, Herzog Hospital, Jerusalem. May, 2015
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42fblBpJ3Z8
• Creativity, Resilience, and Healing Trauma. Dr. Serlin interviews Dr. Eleanor Pardess at
SELAH Israel Crisis Management Center, Tel-Aviv, Israel. May 18, 2015
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IN26HNdH2Pg
• Creative Arts Therapy Approaches to Trauma. Dr. Serlin discusses the use of creative arts
therapies for healing trauma. Published December 29, 2015
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilf-Urh2QKA

Publications
Serlin, Ilene A. (2015a). Dance, creative
arts, and somatic therapies in the
healing of trauma. [Review of the book
The Body Keeps the Score: Brain, Mind,
and Body in the Healing of Trauma by
Bessel A. van der Kolk]. PsycCRITIQUES,
60 (24). Link: http://union-street-healthassociates.com/articles/ besselreview.pdf
Serlin, Ilene A. (2015b). The Journey of
the Wild Child. [Review of the book The
Conditions of Love by Dale Kushner].
Journal of Transpersonal Psychology,
47, (2), 296-299. Link: http://unionstreet-health-associates.com/articles/
conditions-of-love-review.pdf
Serlin, Ilene A., & Hansen, Erika (2015).
Stanley Krippner: Advocate for
Healing Trauma. In Jeannine A. Davis &
Daniel B. Pitchford (Eds.), Stanley
Krippner: A Life of Dreams, Myths, and
Visions, Colorado Springs, CO: University
Professors Press. Link: http://unionstreet-health-associates.com/articles/alife-of-dreams-myths-and-visions.pdf
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News from Erika
I hope you enjoyed your holidays! It has been
a valuable experience to assist with the
newsletter for the last three years, knowing
that it has had over eight years of valuable
work with many more to come! I enjoy the
opportunity to utilize dance in the turbulence
that life can bring, since it is always there to
create new meaning for life! My dance
company, Dance for Trauma, gave me the
opportunity to connect parts of my
dissertation that focuses on military sexual
trauma with spontaneous expressions in
dance and photography. Therefore, it has
been an enriching past year for me personally
and creatively, with new insights about life,
healing, and the arts. I wish the best for each
of your artistic endeavors that offer new ways
to handle stress and search for meaning in
life.

News from Larry
I had a very productive 2016 continuing to
develop and teach my approach to trauma
and healing from a body-oriented arts whole
person perspective. The core of my work
rests on an appreciation of rhythm in trauma
as well as all aspects of psychotherapy. I am
also excited to expand my work with poetry
therapy & embodied writing, especially the
use of mythological story telling in
therapeutic dialogues. The past couple of
years mark my initiation as a published poet.
I now have a total of eight poems published in
two books in the Poetry, Healing, and Growth
Series. [Please see the references below, along
with the book series announcement on page
15]
My first published poetry consisted of five
poems focused on existential issues of grief
and loss, including two that are part of a set of
poems that were written as a dialogue during
an all day seminar I co-taught on cultural
perspectives on healing trauma at Saybrook
University. Co-creating a poetry dialogue
within trauma therapy can help anchor body
awareness and transform trauma fragments
into healing narratives that incrementally
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restore the wounded self. I have begun
incorporating
this
approach
into
professional presentations, drafts of articles
and proposed book chapters as a means also
to organize the poetry and mythological
therapy component of my dissertation on the
body and trauma.
I have been recently presenting at multiple
conference
platforms
(e.g.,
Hypnosis,
Trauma, and, at our SHP conference in San
Francisco last March). Ilene Serlin and I
facilitated the opening and closing rituals at
SHP, last spring and I presented on an Art of
Embodiment panel, along with Ilene and
Eleanor Criswell, PhD. I also presented with
a colleague and old friend, Marilyn McCabe,
PhD, on Listening to the Client’s Story as
Music, and with my colleague and
collaborator, Katherine Rosemond, LPC,
EMT, on The Invisible Tribe, where we
described cultural elements relevant to
trauma and therapy with First Responders.
We presented an expanded model of cultural
competence that embraces aspects of
historical trauma and social perception in
first responders and the larger society that is
relevant to trauma and healing.
We
extended the conversation of these issues
further in the Div-32 hospitality suite at
APA, August 4, 2016.
At the ISSTD conference last April, I
presented my perspective on therapist
development as ongoing nourishment in
contrast to the dominant cognitivebehavioral self-care paradigm. I am
especially excited about supporting trauma
therapists to develop a flow between their
daily life and therapeutic styles so that
therapy can become more nourishing for
therapist and client alike.
Lastly, during the summer, I assisted Ilene
Serlin, PhD, BC-DMT, at her 5-day intensive,
The Art of Embodiment: Whole Person
Approaches to Working with Trauma,
where I contributed instruction on trauma
neuroscience and the role of rhythm and
music making in healing trauma. In 2017, I
will be co-presenting an advanced workshop
at the annual convention of the American
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Society of Clinical Hypnosis, in Arizona, in
March, and then when returning to Los
Angeles,
at
the
Expressive
Arts
Summit/UCLArts & Healing Conference. I
am excited to further my long-term
involvement in clinical hypnosis throughout
the year and also present on areas such as
soul
loss,
indigenous
healing
and
transpersonal psychology, areas close to my
personal and professional approach to
psychotherapy and whole person healing.

Recent Poetry Publications &
Presentations
Graber, L. M. (2015). 5 selected poems:
Kindergarten doorway/Here and not here;
Mud falls; Mudflat by the bay; The desert of
my youth [poetry]. In L. Hoffman, & M.
Moats (Eds.), Capturing Shadows: Poetic
Encounters Along the Path of Grief and
Loss. Colorado Springs, CO: University
Professors Press.
Graber, L. M., & Rosemond, K. V. (2015,
December). Embodiment and cultural
expressions of trauma and healing:
Transformation through body poetry and
embodied writing. Workshop presented at
The 12th International Erickson Congress,
Phoenix, AZ.
Graber, L. M. (2016). 3 selected poems:
Nature’s refuge; My Quite Place/Further
Meditations on My Quite Place [poetry]. In L.
Hoffman, & S. Fehl (Eds.), Journey of the
wounded soul: Poetic companions for
spiritual struggles. Colorado Springs, CO:
University Professors Press.
Graber, L. M. (2016, March). Death’s residue
[poem, with commentary]. In L. Hoffman &
M. Moats (chairs). The use of poetry with
grief and loss in humanistic practice
[Workshop]. The 9th Annual Conference of
the Society for Humanistic
Psychology/American Psychological
Association-Div 32, San Francisco State
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University, SF, CA.

Other Recent Presentations
Graber, L. M. (2016, March). Embodiment,
music and music making: A body arts
whole person approach to trauma. In I.
Serlin (Chair), Embodiment: Roots of
humanistic psychology. Workshop presented
at the 9th Annual Conference of the Society
for Humanistic Psychology, (American
Psychological Association, Division 32), San
Francisco, CA.
Graber, L. M., & McCabe, M. (2016, March).
Listening to the client's story as music:
Narrative play in psychotherapy and
implications for trauma psychology.
Workshop presented at the 9th Annual
Conference of the Society for Humanistic
Psychology (American Psychological
Association, Division 32), San Francisco, CA.
Graber, L. M., & Rosemond, K. V. (2016a,
March). The invisible tribe: Culturally
competent psychotherapy for emergency
responders with posttraumatic stress
disorder. Workshop presented at the 9th
Annual Conference of the Society for
Humanistic Psychology (American
Psychological Association, Division 32), San
Francisco, CA.
Graber, L. M., & Rosemond, K. V. (2016b,
April). Mutual empathy, mirror neurons
and somatic resonance: Relevance to
common factors in psychotherapy for
trauma and therapist development.
Workshop presented at the 33rd Annual
Conference of the International Society for
the Study of Trauma and Dissociation, San
Francisco, CA.
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Welcome & Bios for New Members
Elisabeh Punzi
My name is Elisabeh Punzi, and I am a Swedish member of Division 32. I am interested in
being part of the psychotherapy and the arts interest group.
I am a licensed psychologist, and a licensed specialist in clinical addiction psychology. I am
also a PhD and currently teach humanistic and psychoanalytic psychology as well
as qualitative methods in the Department of Psychology, Gothenburg University, Sweden.
My research concerns clinical practice and psychology of religion. I have received a funding
from the Swedish foundation for humanities and social science, to establish an international
network of researchers from psychology and the humanities. We are researchers from
Sweden, Germany, France and USA and our research concerns the clinical importance of
narratives, including artistic expressions, such as literature, self-biographical writing,
poetry, visual arts and music.
I would very much appreciate to be a part of the interest group. I am sure there
are many individuals I might learn from and hopefully I will be able to contribute.
Sincerely

Elisabeth Punzi
Pamela J. McCrory, Ph.D.
Pamela J. McCrory, Ph.D., is a licensed psychologist in independent
practice in Calabasas, California and Clinical instructor in the UCLA
David Geffen School of Medicine. She currently serves on the
Executive Committee of APA Division 10, The Society for the
Psychology of Aesthetics, Creativity, and the Arts. She is on the
Board of Directors of Los Angeles Psychological Association
(LACPA) and is the Chair of the Colleague Assistance Resource and
Education committee and has presented frequently on the topic of
the power of arts and creativity in the lives of psychotherapists.
Pamela has a lifelong passion for the arts and interest in creativity
and life-span development. As the President of LACPA, she initiated the Mirrors of the Mind:
The Psychotherapist as Artist gallery event, which is currently in its 5th year. The Mirrors of
the Mind project received national attention in the June 2014 edition of the APA Monitor on
Psychology as one of four programs in the United States in which psychologists use the arts
to “heal, educate and strengthen communities.”
She is co-editor of three books including Mirrors of the Mind 3: The Psychotherapist as
Artist which celebrates creativity and the power of art to create empathy and enrich
understanding of psychology and psychotherapy through unique perspectives of fifty-five
psychotherapist artists whose work appears in these pages. The book explores how
psychotherapists use their creativity to cross-fertilize, heal, rail against, and renew through
self-expression.
Here are links to my website (www.pamelamccroryphd.com) and book
(thebookpatch.com/BookStore/mirrors-of-the-mind-3-the-psychotherapist-asartist/81b25beb-5638-4bf5-88b2-4f82c73f20d0?isbn=9781633189652)
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Lisa Manca, MA, LPCC, BC-DMT
Hi, my name is Lisa Manca and I am new to this
organization.
I am a dance/movement
therapist and licensed professional clinical
counselor. I work primarily in inpatient
psychiatry and in private practice and am
always looking for ways to incorporate the arts
in the healing process (most recently, using
photography with clients in an inpatient rehab
setting). I look forward to learning and sharing
with all of you.
Lisa

Katherine Rosemond, LPC, CPC, EMT-B
Greetings! I’m Katherine Rosemond, Licensed Professional
Counselor, Clinical Supervisor, and Certified Professional Coach in
private practice in Manassas, VA. My dog, Sadie, is a trained
Therapy Dog and my co-therapist. I specialize in counseling
emergency responders and combat veterans for stress reactions,
posttraumatic stress injuries, addiction, life transitions, and
relationship issues. Additionally, I provide Critical Incident Stress
Management trainings and debriefings for hospitals and public
safety organizations. I’m also an EMT, active with local volunteer
rescue squads. I hold a Masters in Counseling and Development
(2000) and B.S. in Psychology (1992). I’m pursuing a PhD at
Saybrook University, and currently working on my dissertation,
which focuses on cultural aspects of how emergency responders
experience and recover from PTSD.
At Saybrook, I met several faculty and students who introduced me to the healing power
of creative and expressive arts, including Larry Graber, a traumatologist, healer, poet,
and musician, with extensive background in body psychology and
expressive arts therapies. We are currently collaborating to develop a
culturally congruent whole person approach to healing trauma,
including expressive arts therapies, for emergency responders and
combat veterans. I have been including poetry and now drumming into
therapy with emergency responder and combat veteran clients. This
has given them the means to express themselves in powerful ways
that conversational expression cannot, and has facilitated their
healing. I look forward to learning more about expressive art therapies
and integrating these approaches to facilitate healing and growth for emergency
responders and combat veterans.
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News from Members:
Journeys, Poems, Books, and Book Reviews
News From Heather Hill,
Ph.D. (Australia)
I've been very involved in
various aspects of aging. A
colleague and I have been
facilitating a "Wise Elders
Circle" at an aged care
facility. The idea for this
came from David Goff and Alexandra Hart's
book, The Age of Actualization: A Handbook
for Growing Elder Community, which
introduced me to the concept of Elder
Salons. The Elder Salon offers a space for older
people to talk about topics that are meaningful
to them at their stage of life. We decided to trial
this in an aged care facility -- this after all
represents another stage in life. It's been a very
inspiring experience for all us. Much of this
program involves talking, but we have found the
use of visual images very helpful in generating
discussion. In a longer program, one could
certainly include other arts modalities. While
we're very much just feeling our way, it's clear
that the participants feel that this group is
offering something different from the regular
programming at the facility -- not activity, not
therapy, not entertainment.
A few years ago, I ran a program for couples
living with dementia in regional Victoria
(Australia). I'm now, in partnership with a
couple of local organizations, applying for
funding. Rather than view dementia solely as a
medical problem (which means the husband or
wife is identified as the "carer"), this program
starts from the premise of dementia as a
relational challenge for couples. So, the focus of
the program will be on nurturing the
relationship and on helping couples find how
best they can navigate change. The learning
will be experiential and through a variety of
arts modalities.

Heather’s Puppetry Workshop at DTAA
If anyone is interested in reading my two
articles on the philosophy ("Dancing with
Change") and the initial project ("Adventure, not
dementia club"), they should email me and I'll
send
the
PDFs.
Note
new
address:
heatherhill3@bigpond.com
Hopefully some time this year Dance Therapy
Collections 4 will be published by the Dance
Movement Therapy Association of Australasia
(http://www.dtaa.org.au). I have co-written a
chapter for this with a puppeteer artist based on
a workshop we did on dance and puppetry for a
group of dance movement therapists. The
chapter is called: "Puppetry enhances healing
potential in DMT.” I first came in contact with
Ian when he ran a session for my Dance Family
group. I saw amazing transformations in the
children, many of whom have autism. Ian is a
master puppeteer.
View Ian Cuming’s Seagrass Story on 1991 TV
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=b3Ov6eS5170).
Lastly, there is a new Australian book featuring
contributions from members of Psychotherapy
and Counseling Federation of Australia
(PACFA),
including
two
from
DMTs.
(https://www.oup.com.au/books/highereducation/psychology/9780190300685psychotherapy-and-counselling)
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News from Norman Molesko:
Last summer, I participated in the Poets &
Writers Sixth Annual Connecting Cultures
event, at Beyond Baroque Literary Arts Center,
in Los Angeles. And to my surprise, I was
presented the SPIRIT OF LIFE AWARD by the
Los Angeles Poet Society.
The following words appear on the face of the
award:

The Spirit of Life (SOL) Award is presented to a
member of the Los Angeles community for their
dedication to their creativity, and for being a
driving force within their communities, serving
spoonfuls of inspiration and camaraderie through
art. We’re honored to have learned from Norman,
spreading the word of Creative Aging and for
establishing our Senior Advocacy program. We
will forever be appreciative of his dedication and
triumph of arts and life!
Signed: Jessica M. Wilson, LAPS Founder/President
and Juan Cardenas, LAPS Vice President, Los
Angeles, CA 6/30/16

Afterward:
The City of Los Angeles honored Norman for his
accomplishments: “Congratulations Norman
Molesko, Ambassador For Seniors … Thank you
for your dedication to creativity, and for being a
driving force within our community, serving
spoonfuls of inspiration and camaraderie
through art. Best wishes in all your future
endeavors.”
Signed: Mithchell Englander (12th District) and Eric
Garcetti (Mayor)

And then:
On October 25, 2016, at the Southern California
Conference of the Congress of California Seniors
(CCS), I became their Poet Laureate. There are
currently 7.1 million seniors in California.
Seniors are the most rapid growing population in
California, with a projected 87% growth and
much more racially and ethnically diverse,
expected in 2030.

NOT READY TO BE AN OLD TIMER
This adult man,
this senior mister
is laid back and wasting away.
He realizes life is passing him by.
He changes to do on-stage shows.
He puts on his blue vest.
This energizes the speaker.
The ”Congress of California Seniors”
is on the front and back of the vest.
He becomes a Young Oldie.
He lets people know seniors count.
He sprouts out senior advocacy.
He lets people know seniors care.
He demonstrates creative aging.
He is not ready to be an old timer
and retire to a comfortable chair.
© Norman Molesko, 2016
…………………………………………..
THIS YOUNG OLDIE
This young oldie is around
with a helping hand,
with a helping heart.
He offers cheery words,
positive thoughts,
creative insights
to those who listen.
It makes him feel good.
It provides him
a meaning for being,
a spirit for living.
© Norman Molesko, 2016

Warm thoughts are being sent your way - Norm
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News from Camilo Villanueva (Córdoba, Argentina)
Camilo Villanueva lives in Argentina and began paining when he was 35,
at which time he dedicated his entire life and livelihood to painting, what
he refers to as “a 180 degree change in my life.” His deeply existential
pursuit and immersion into the painting process has been described as
“entering a special state of consciousness.”
Camilo’s art draws from his studies in Symbolism, Biology, Chemistry,
Quantum Physics, Alchemy, Comparative Religions, Western and Oriental
Philosophy and the Neurosciences.
He states, “Transpersonal psychology considers [that] psychology and spirituality are two
complementary aspects of human development. … [It] goes beyond the Ego to come into contact
with a larger and more significant generally invisible reality. My painting through Color (Shapes)
and Form tries to show the spiritual aspects that we all carry within us.”
Camilo teaches courses to enhance deep listening (“as a listener”): “Beyond the infrared and
ultraviolet,” “Color and Sound” “Retina, Brain and Color” “Genes and Color”. According to Camilo, “I
understand that everything has to do with everything.” He believes the process of painting
illuminates the themes of his courses, and help “to understand more internal processes that occur
when painting.”
The critics described Camilo’s work as follows:
Camilo Villanueva [is] a sort of alchemist who, during the performance of his paintings, from the deepest of
soul, keeps himself in a special state of consciousness that prepares the way for a superior purpose. His
paintings are full of energy, love and harmony. One can feel part of his paintings and through them you can
have access to the cosmic and change your soul into somothings [sic] different and superior to meet the sense
of one's evolution. Camilo Villanueva's paintings are a sort of holograms that give you the opportunity to
enrich your spirit, make visible the invisible and allow you to be one with te [sic] world.
Link: https://www.spiritart.org/CamiloVillanueva

El-Maestro-2-recortada (The cut-Master)

Encuentro (Meeting)

Iniciando-el-Cambio
(Starting the Change)
Nacimiento (Birth)

El Maestro (The Teacher)
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News from Louis Hoffman, PhD.
In
addition
to
many
other
professional ongoing activities, Dr.
Louis
Hoffman
has
remained
proliferate in poetry and healing
related projects and publishing new
editions in the Poetry, Healing, and
Growth Book Series published by University
Professors Press. The latest in the series is on Pet Loss,
Our Last Walk: Using Poetry for Grieving and
Remembering Pet Loss. Last April, at the National
Association of Poetry Therapy Conference, Louis and
colleagues gave a workshop entitled:

The Use of Poetry to Facilitate Multicultural
Healing and Cultural Empathy
Abstract:
A number of recent events contributed to significantly
increased tension pertaining to racial and other
multicultural issues in the United States. These events
represent powerful, shared cultural traumas. In the wake
of many recent tragedies that hold multicultural
implications, poetry has emerged as a powerful source of
healing. Poetry allowed people from across the country to
connect in a shared experience of grief, loss, and anger,
and aided in allowing these emotions to transform into
something that promotes healing and change at the
individual and collective levels. As the painful emotions
and anger are processed, it allows for more
compassionate and empathetic dialogues to emerge. We
will use a number of illustrations of poetry being used to
find meaning in tragedy, and move towards
transformation.
Many commonplace ways of engaging cultural diversity
frequently lead to debate and individuals becoming more
entrenched in one’s own perspectives. Poetry and other
narrative ways of communicating hold the potential to
transform multicultural dialogues. In particular, we
propose that poetry can facilitate increased cultural
empathy and understanding. By shifting from dialogue
rooted in ideology to listening to each other’s stories and
emotions, poetry encourages a new layer of depth and
compassion. We discuss several approaches and examples
of utilizing poetry to facilitate these dialogues. The
workshop concludes with an experiential activity
illustrating how poetry can be used to facilitate
multicultural healing and cultural empathy.
Hoffman, L., Granger, N., & Moats, M. (2016, April). The use of
poetry to facilitate multicultural healing and cultural empathy.
Workshop presented at the National Association for Poetry
Therapy Annual Conference, Kansas City, MO.

Call for Poetry Submissions on Social
Justice and Diversity
Topic: Louis Hoffman, PhD, Nathaniel
Granger, Jr., PsyD, Veronica Lac, PhD, and
Steve Fehl, PsyD, are compiling a book of
original poems on social justice and
diversity.
Type of Poems Being Sought: We are
seeking original poems about social justice
issues and diversity. In particular, we are
interested in poems that address the
intersection of social justice and diversity;
however, poems focused primarily on
diversity or on other social justice issues are
also being considered. [See announcement
and website for more info]
Deadline:
Submissions
received
by
February 15, 2017 will receive preferential
review. We may continue to consider
submissions after this deadline depending
upon how many accepted submissions are
received.
This book will be part of the Poetry,
Healing, and Growth
Book Series
published by University Professors Press.
For more information about the book series,
please visit the series webpage
(http://universityprofessorspress.com/poet
ry-healing-and-growth-series).
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News from Dr. Jana Rivers Norton
Daughters of Memory: The DemeterPersephone Myth as Writing Ritual by Dr.
Jana Rivers Norton (Cambridge Scholars
Publishing due out January 2017)
Daughters of Memory …, a forthcoming book
from Cambridge Scholars Publishing, presents
current research on trauma, childhood abuse
and family systems theory to more fully
appreciate how writing as adaptive action, eases
and at times appeases, mental and emotional
debility. Author Dr. Jana Rivers-Norton
contextualizes the nature of loss in the lives of
four literary women, Elizabeth Bishop, Virginia
Woolf, Alice James and Edith Wharton, who
used traumatic memory as artistic material to
reframe mental and emotional turmoil. Bishop,
Woolf, James and Wharton, whose lives closely
resembled Demeter and Persephone’s mythic
journey from abduction to grief, righteous rage
to
purposeful
reconciliation,
courted
humiliation and consequent exile by voicing
what others did not want to acknowledge. Yet,
despite
the
strict
gender
norms
and
expectations encountered within their families
and society at large, they continuously recast
traumatic experiences of loss, abuse and mental
illness as fodder for the imagination. Daughters
of Memory provides insightful analysis for those
interested in the literary arts, creative
resiliency, and how traumatic adversity shapes
the human condition.
Author Bio:
Dr. Jana Rivers Norton has been a college instructor
for more than 25 years. She has taught
undergraduate and graduate courses in Psychology,
Gender Studies, the Psychology of Creativity, and
Narrative as Therapeutic Disclosure at several
institutions including Humboldt State University and
the University of New Mexico, Gallup. Her research
focuses on creativity and mythos, trauma and abuse,
literature, and gender and writing. Her peerreviewed articles are found in journals such as
ReVision: A Journal of Consciousness and
Transformation, the International Journal of the
Humanities and the International Journal of
Diversity (Common Ground Publishing). Her first
book Taming Trauma’s Wake was published in 2009.
Dr. Norton currently teaches full time at Cochise
College, Santa Cruz in Nogales, Arizona.
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Mirrors of the Mind 3: The Psychotherapist
as Artist (co-edited by Pamela J. McCrory,

Ph.D.)
Mirrors of the Mind 3: The Psychotherapist
as Artist celebrates creativity and the power
of art to create empathy and enrich
understanding
of
psychology
and
psychotherapy through unique perspectives
of fifty-five psychotherapist artists whose
work appears in these pages. The book
explores how psychotherapists use their
creativity to cross-fertilize, heal, rail against,
and renew through self-expression.
Link (http://www.markstarlow.com/mirrorsof-the-mind)

Truly Mindful Coloring
Now available, a mindfulness tool that will
guide anyone who uses it through a journey
of self-reflection, self-expression, creativity,
and relaxation.
Designed by a clinical psychologist with
decades of experience helping to cultivate
deep transformation, healing and growth.
The book features archetypal images and
is organized into chapters facilitating
the expression of still, focused, open,
associative, and compassionate states of
mind--drawing from the latest research
in interpersonal neurobiology.
"Terry Marks-Tarlow invites us into a new
world – one worth diving into and relishing
for its fresh and important approach that
can expand how we understand our lives."
– Daniel J. Siegel, M.D.
From the Forward of Truly Mindful Coloring
(http://www.markstarlow.com/books/trulymindful-coloring)
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News From Kimerer L. LaMothe
Why We Dance: A
Philosophy of Bodily
Becoming by Kimerer L.
LaMothe
This book is about dance, sort
of. It is really about being
human.Why We Dance locates
dance at the heart of humankind as an enabling
source, and thus provides ways of appreciating
the nearly infinite variety of dance styles and
forms occurring in human life.
It does not offer a history or comparative study
of dance traditions. It is a thought experiment,
conducted in dynamic interaction with many
movement experiments. The book draws on
current research from a range of disciplines to
tell stories of matter, evolution, knowledge,
birth, ethics, healing, religion, and culture--all
according to dance.
In the process, it offers a visionary definition of
what dance has been and has the potential to be.
Each chapter features an experiential frame
that both enacts and weaves through the
argument. The style is accessible; the
implications far-reaching.
Why We Dance is written for those who know
they dance, and those who are sure they do not.
It is written for scholars and practitioners
across the fields of religion, philosophy, dance,
anthropology, psychology, and cultural and
performance studies who are interested in
questions of bodily life, movement, practice,
performance, and ritual. It is written for anyone
who has ever wondered: Why dance?

News From Kripi Malviya (India)
Kripi Malviya
Creator of TATVA
Psychologist, Mental Health Therapist, Trainer
Email: kripigrey@icloud.com
Website: tatvacenter.com
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/tatvacenter?fref=ts
LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tatva

Columbia University Press:
(https://cup.columbia.edu/book/why-wedance/9780231171052)
Buy from Amazon:
(https://www.amazon.com/Why-We-DancePhilosophy-Becoming/dp/0231171056)
Interview with Kimerer LaMothe:
(http://www.cupblog.org/?p=16255)
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Poetry - New Members, Seasoned Members, From the Road …
Warrior Reborn
The battle is over
Words of truth
Spoken in love
Shatter
Last remains
Of war torn armor
Piercing deep
Into the chambers
Of my trembling heart
Crimson rhythms spill
Draining
From the wound
Warm
Pulsing
Flowing
Into cascades
Of cleansing tears
Breathing ebbs
Muscle and sinew
Release their grasp
Shards of splintered armor
Spread
Shining on sea winds
Flecks of light
Catching the sun
Fall to earth
Slow descent
All melts away
Sobs of pain
Emanate from my throat
Chest heaving
Echoing
Agony’s refrain
I can fight no more
My eyes widen
Arms float down
Hands unfurled
In silence
I let go
Fall
Fading away
Exhaustion
Release
Roll and yawn
Caress my back
Shoulder blades drop
Ocean mists

Embrace and receive me
Salty waves
Fortress remnants
Surrender
Last morning sunlight
Kisses my skin
Farewell
No more war cries
Resound in my depths
Only groans
Deliver me
To healing waters
That bear me away
Emancipated
So passes this warrior
In the stillness
Of the void
Beneath the veil
Of silent wet grief
Light arises
Floods the corners
Of my naked truth
Strong hands
Pulsing with life
Reach into shadow
Firmly take mine
Guiding me forth
Into resplendent glow
My eyes slowly open
With heart’s first pulse
Chest awakens
Back expands
New crimson flowing
My mouth
Draws first breath
Tastes the new day
Wings unfurling
I arise
Warrior Child
Born anew
No armor

-- Katherine Rosemond,
New Member

Dancing Soul
Go dancing
Awakening soul
Even though our feet
Still trapped in the swamp
of ego
Even our eyes
Still may be blinded by fear
Even if our hearts
Still be kissed by weakness
and loneliness
however
When our soul begins to
wake
The desire to go home
Firm belief
Will get our feet into the
swamp
Such as stepping on a
massive rock
Blinded eyes
As snow like torches
The weak heart.
Will be lit by joy
And the soul that has
revived
With all the shackles of fate
On the way home
Dance trippingly
-- Doris, student in China
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I'M IN EVERYONE
I am the child who yearns to grow,
the peasant with scarce seeds to sow,
the veteran who walks with pain,
the carpenter who carved his cane.
I am the mom who sits at night,
and prays her child will be all right.
I am the dad whose youth is gone,
who takes his son to greet the dawn,
the criminal who seeks God's grace,
the astronaut in outer space,
the traveler trekking in foreign lands,
the pilgrim lost in desert sands,
the miner digging deep for coal,
the chanteuse singing from her soul,
the skier schussing powder snow,
the farmer digging with his hoe,
the dancer vamping on the stage,
the artist painting joy and rage,
those craving peace, those waging war.

There is a Road

I'm all of these and millions more.

There is a road,

Do not stand at my grave and cry.

one that doesn't hurt your feet,

I am not there, I did not die.

where you can walk and taste the snow.

I am everywhere beneath the sun,

Let the leaves fall wet on your forehead

I'm in everything and everyone.

Your day to shine is coming

Tom Greening

From “There is a Road”
Larry Graber Oct 2013
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Arts Therapist Conversations
Put a Poem in Front of You, a Poet's Healing Journey: A Conversation with Jennie
Chapman Linthorst, MA, CAPF
By Larry Graber, MA, C-BT
In November, I sat down and had an interesting
and informative interview with Jennie Chapman
Linthorst, MA, CAPF, and discussed the art and
craft of poetry therapy. The interview also revealed
her background, as a special needs parent of a
child, Graham, with autistic-like symptoms, what is
considered "sensory processing disorder." I could
already see not only how this experience informed
Jennie, her husband, and their son in important
and healing ways, but/and the potential for more
roles of the arts therapies in helping children in
this grey area, who manifest sensory processing
anomalies. Her first book and a PBS documentary
on her and her husband's process, or I should say,
journey through the labyrinth as special needs
parents, is testimony to the resilience of the human
spirit. And, now to the central topic of the
interview, therapeutic writing and poetry:
LG: Hi, Jennie, I have been looking forward to
talking with you and welcome this opportunity to
share and learn from you about poetry as therapy.
JL: I love to connect to people that understand this
work. I think it's growing, but I think there is still a
lot of people out there that are really mystified by it
and don't understand why you wouldn't just study
the craft of poetry and how that's different, so, I
think that is an interesting topic.
LG: How did you start writing poetry?
JL: My grandmother was a poet. And, the arts, for
me, that was how I was introduced to the magic of
poetry. She started writing in her late 60s and
ended up writing a book of poems that was
published multiple times. And, she was a southern
poet -- I'm from the south as well. She wrote very
autobiographically about aging, about her life, and
this was the first time I really connected through
her wanting to know more about myself, and her,
and my mom, you know, by discovering poetry.
Arts have always been extremely important to me.
I started out as a dancer. In my teens, I was in a
dance company that traveled all over the world,
and it was in that time that my mom got sick and
died of cancer, when I was 12 years old. So, the arts
became for me the way to deal and in many ways
saved my life during that time. When I went to

college at Skidmore, I double majored in dance
and psychology knowing that I wanted to explore
how the arts were therapeutic. So, that’s how I
discovered the expressive arts and therapeutic
arts and I wrote my senior thesis on how all the
different art forms were therapeutic.
I hadn't quite made the leap to poetry, yet. It was
after I graduated and I started working for arts
organizations. I had moved to California and was
working in San Francisco and was thinking about
opening my own expressive arts camp. I wanted
to work with at risk youth. I was working for a
variety of nonprofit arts organizations that were
sending artists into the schools and I was
basically running an artist-in-residency program.
And, I thought, "why I am I the one writing grants
and doing all this administrative stuff, when I
want to be out there?"
So, in between jobs, I moved to LA to be closer to
my then boyfriend, now husband, and I was
drawn to bring my grandmother's book randomly
into a retirement home. I was drawn to working
with the elderly. And, I just went in and talked to
the director, and said could I read this book to
your group. I didn't know that poetry therapy
existed. I hadn't been writing my own poetry and
he said, yes, the activities director would love for
you to come in. I just loved to read the book and it
was instinctual that I started to have them
respond to her poetry, and I would just give them
a line, like "in my mirror," or "I remember," and
they would begin to finish their own poems. I put
together an anthology of what we wrote and it
was at that time that I stumbled upon the field of
poetry therapy.
That was when it began for me. I started by
teaching. I created a course with my
grandmother's book and started teaching it in
retirement homes in the area. And, then it just
blossomed into creating curriculum that I still
teach 15 years later: my life story class and
teaching adult writing groups. I started to write,
myself, during that time. I was in very intensive
therapy
and
working
with
a
spiritual
psychologist and I started writing at that time
and, ... it was a long path.
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LG: I like that you had a very long path. I have had a
very long path myself.

the snapshots of my life and to be an inspiration
for others to do the same.

JL: But it all really does fit into place

LG: Wonderful, I am really glad you are doing this.
It’s really good to get to know you a little bit. I
have myself been working with poetry using my
own system that I developed related to a process I
learned from a clinical hypnotherapist over 20
years ago doing automatic writing. My own
approach to poetry work is taking fragments from
journaling after sessions, and from automatic
writing, and then making poems and having
another process at the end for integration. And, I
have developed a process that is sort of a mythical
story telling poetry that is a dialogue that goes
back and forth with clients [JL: Great!]. And, this
I have also been developing with a colleague that
has a family that comes from a service
background, she is an EMT and a psychotherapist,
and we have been developing a program to work
with emergency responders and combat veterans
using music and poetry together.

LG: Yes, It sounds like right from the beginning you
conceived an inclusive and integrative perspective of
how the arts go together. I am not a licensed arts
therapist, but I have worked in body psychotherapy
throughout my life. Also, I was a dancer. My wife is a
dancer. We met in a dance studio. I have always had
this sense that the arts and health work together.
Historically,
healing
modalities
were
more
integrated. I worked for many years in medical
psychology and I strongly believe my call is to help
bring the arts more into healthcare and create a
more integrated physical, psychological, and
inclusive healing profession. Jennie, I wanted to go
back to something you said in the beginning. It
sounds like your grandmother and her poetry was a
vehicle for you to know more about and also connect
more with your family.
JL: Yeah, that had to do more with the fact that my
mom died when I was so young. I was so in love with
the fact that she [my grandmother] wrote these
intimate, honest, confessional life poems that made
me very eager to start capturing my life in that way.
So, when I started working with seniors using her
book, I began to write. She had more than 3000
books in her library, and after she passed, I collected
her poetry books and went through them all. That is
when I started to create my life story course, which
is my most popular private course. And, I have, of
course, done that course myself hundreds of times
where you go through writing from childhood all the
way up. It's a ten-session course done through
reading and writing poetry.
I had many writing groups going, especially with
women, and I was writing a lot more at that time.
Then, really the second crisis of my life happened,
where I had my son and we thought that he had
autism, and this whole long journey where he
doesn't, but he fell into that grey area and he needed
a ton of early intervention. At that time, I just
received my certification as a poetry therapist. I said
to myself, "I have to document this through poetry,"
and that became my first published book [Autism
Disrupted: A Mother’s Journey of Hope]. Then
along came three years later my second book, which
was really about who I am today after losing my mom
[Silver Girl]. And, I am currently writing my third.
So, I really take my own medicine. I am constantly
teaching adult writing groups. I am now teaching
kids in the schools. It is important to me that I show
them that the poem, writing a poem, is extremely
therapeutic for me, it is a container for me to capture

JL. Great, ...
LG. Are you going to be at the UCLArts & Healing
Annual Conference this spring?
JL. Yes, I am teaching and I am hoping to take a
lot of workshops. I am teaching with a movement
therapist and a music therapist. It is going to be a
three-hour workshop and is basically on rituals
using art therapy techniques to celebrate our life
and also process grief. [LG: "wonderful"] We move
through a whole program, where the participants
experience all three of our modalities. I [will] put
in front of the group a poem that is, what I
consider, a celebration of life, "Love after Love" by
Walcott, and Maya Angelou, "When great trees
fall."
LG: The conversation we are having is for
publication in the newsletter of a special interest
group in the American Psychological Association,
Division
of
Humanistic
Psychology,
on
Psychotherapy and the Arts. So, can you tell me a
little bit about what you do and what the poetry
therapy profession is? Can you explain what some
of the boundaries are pertaining to therapy?
JL: Well, even in the National Association of
Poetry Therapy, there are levels that have
changed over the years. Years back when I first
got certified, I was given certification as a certified
poetry therapist, CPT, but then later the
federation regulated all the licensing and said, "no,
unless you're a licensed therapist, you can not
have therapist in your title," so they changed all of
our titles. Big political blow-up, a lot of the CPTs
21
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refused. I allowed it, but it is definitely confusing, it
turned to a CAPF; I am a certified applied poetry
facilitator, because I am not a licensed therapist. But,
my career was already set, and what that means is
we have to be aware of ethical considerations; if we
are working one-one with a client that has mental
health issues, in order to do poetry therapy with
them, I have to make sure they are also seeing a
licensed therapist. I respect that you have to be
careful with the word therapist and we must stay
within our ethical level of training.
LG: Can you tell
psychotherapeutic?

me

what

makes

poetry

your voice say what you have written. Then, for the
therapist or facilitator, it’s about integrating. What
are they getting? What does there voice give them in
that writing? What are the insights that are there for
you? What are you taking with you from tonight?
Maybe there is more to be written. I have clients that
have worked with me for years and they continue to
just want me to put a poem in front of them. ... It
always brings them to a new, deeper understanding
of what they struggle with. And, you can guide it.
You can guide it into writing poems. Maybe your
homework is to access that from a higher voice.
There is so many different ways that you can access
healing. But, ...

JL: Wow, ok, not just poetry, but I would say the
LG: I guess you have a few things to say about this
poetry therapy process is a very succinct process,
[in a humorous tone] that my question prompted.
where you put a piece of literature or a poem in front
[laughs] Very good! I think you describe a
of a client or a group. It’s really about finding
therapeutic process very well, as well as some of the
yourself in the poem. The poetry therapist or poetry
advantages of using writing as opposed to verbal
therapy facilitator is trained to help people find that
therapy. Is there anything else you want to add?
line; what is this triggering inside of you? And, it
may be a line that doesn't literally make sense to
JL: Just to say that poetry itself is the expression of
what it is that it is bringing up for you, but it is our
the heart, of the soul, of the spirit. We feel less alone
catalyst, our door, it is our way in and it always
when we find poems that can speak ourselves. But in
works. And, it amazes me,
itself, just reading it, the writing
It is important to me that I show
especially every time I do a
of it, the whole process.
group, even if there's people
them that the poem, writing a
that don't like the poem, they
LG: Excellent. Good summary.
poem, is extremely therapeutic
find themselves in it, or the
for me. It’s a container for me to
resistance in it, it goes to the
LG: Without exposing anything
capture the snapshots of my life
heart of what they are
too confidential, can you give me
and to be an inspiration for
struggling with. Different than
a practical example or something
others to do the same
just sitting down and asking
that sticks out that exemplifies
somebody in a psychotherapy
your experience using poetry
session, "so, what are you
therapeutically?
struggling with today, what would you like to talk
about?" Instead, it is the actual wording of the poem
JL: You mean like a writing of a client?
that opens that door. I find that it often leads deeper
than just talking. Then, you start to ask the question,
LG: Like, when you say that every time people find
"so, why does that line speak to you?" And, they start
something important, a deeper understanding, how
to verbalize. Which, I think that is warming up their
reliable the process is. Was there a turning point
voice. Then, from that there is a writing prompt that
when you started to do this work where you
comes from that line or often times they just write
discovered something really important in what the
directly from that line. In my writing groups, they
work reveals? Or, can you talk about any milestones
write for 30 minutes, it doesn't have to be a poem, it
that were important in your own evolution or that
can just be journaling, but you get warmed up and
surprised you that you think is important?
the poem leads to where you are inside your head.
Then, that starts to come out in writing and it is a
JL: Ok, this is what is coming forward for me. I am
container, your journal, your poem, whatever you
going to give you two. The first one is a
write, your voice begins to capture, and, its the
multigenerational women's group. We were doing my
putting into words, that is taking it from where it was
life story course. You had grandmothers, a singlesuppressed inside of ourselves, and you are getting it
woman in her 20s, married woman, some with
out and onto the page, where you can then look at it.
children, some without, every generational range,
Then, to be able to share it aloud, whether it is in a
very intimately involved for ten sessions, going very
group or a private session, there is something very
deeply into our life stories. One woman, a very young
therapeutic in being heard. You got it out, you have it
woman, she was so touched by the conversations
on the page, no-one is going to judge or critique it, but
that took place around the poems and around the
it is important that you then speak it, that we hear
themes, and what the different generational women
22
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had written, that by the end of the course she had
decided she was going to leave an abusive
relationship. It was the support and the honesty, the
no judging or critiquing what came forward, and
hearing all the multigenerational perspectives on all
the themes we did. We did childhood, and motherfather, the male legacy, the female legacy, and we
spent two weeks on love and relationships. I think
that was very poignant for her where she heard from
healthier marriages and women from different ages,
these really honest intimate conversations and
writing. She really took action to change her life.
That was significant.
There was another woman in a group that is still
ongoing; these women have been in the group for six
years now. They come every month for three hours.
One of them became terminally ill with lung cancer.
The group continued to write all the way through it.
All the way to the point of towards the end, we
moved the group to her house, because she was
under hospice care. Put a poem in front of her. [We]
really, really had the opportunity to write about
death, for her to write about it coming; very profound
experience. Then, after her death, she requested that
I read portions of her journal that she had done in
the group at her funeral. Her son, who is thirteen, the
same age as my son, now writes with me in my kids
writing group. It was significant for him that I was
her writing teacher, but I also lost my mom at the
exact same age and was there to really facilitate
their communication about that as well.

Psychotherapy and the Arts
community, women need a deeper facilitation,
where they really hear each other without being
interrupted. It’s not the competitive parenting
that we feel constantly outside. But, when you
come into one of these rooms [poetry
therapy/writing groups], and you have a safe
group like that, where you are really being
facilitated to be heard and to express yourself,
about really what is going on, and go into the
vulnerability. There is something about the
vulnerability that this process allows that I don't
think we are getting; and, social media is not
helping, people are isolating and they are not
being honest, and they don't feel that they can be
vulnerable. So, writing really lends to that, they
can find themselves in the poem, and then write
their own, and then share it and feel this release
and this being held.

LG: Yeah, really sounds like there was some
intergenerational healing and synchronicity in a
sense.

LG: What do you think about the expressive arts
therapies in terms of the idea that many of them
do not use words so much? I have been a strong
believer in poetry as a bridge communicator; and,
I have likened it to its usefulness with trauma,
which comes in fragments along multiple sensory
modalities. It can be hard for people to put their
experiences into words. However, in poetry,
people can express those fragments, without
having to iron them out into even stories. [JL:
totally] It can often be too overwhelming [JL:
Yes, that's it, yes]. I have worked consulting
trauma therapists, who sit and listen well, with
good intentions. It's good to be heard. However,
the result at times can be re-traumatizing, can
actually encourage intrusive remembering, and
re-stimulates dissociative processes.

JL: Those two are pretty powerful.

JL: Right, Right.

LG: Yes, definitely. I think that is one of the things
that is powerful in my opinion about the arts, about
some of the boundaries that differ from those in
traditional
psychotherapy.
A
lot
of
these
synchronicities have a field where they can show up
that sometimes have a harder time showing up in the
more clinical atmosphere.

LG: Poetry is one of those avenues that I found
that allows people to feel the power of words,
while still staying connected in their bodies and
emotions, and not have to unpack it into
explanations, as yet [JL: Yeah], but feel the
meaning, in a sort of pre-cognitive way, and stay
close to the meaning, and keep working with it
[JL: Exactly], without becoming overwhelmed.

JL: Yeah, Yeah.
JL: Yes, I agree, because it is a smaller container.
LG: And, it also goes back to the origins of group
rituals and community sharing, the inclusiveness
that is the cornerstone of healing in other cultures
and indigenous healing practices. I believe we need
more of these forms of healing throughout our
country and healthcare system, because there is so
much healing that can happen that does not always
occur in the more isolationist types of formats.

LG: I think poetry is closer to peoples’
experiences. And, often, the road paved with
trying to consciously figuring it out is another
form of traumatic remembering. I think poetry
allows a lot of flexibility in terms of what you talk
about in detail and what you do not, and what you
keep to yourself. From my own Jewish heritage,
many people who survived the Holocaust prefer

JL: I find that, especially in the motherhood
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not to discuss their experiences, because they
believe the talking and describing will dilute the
impacts or change the meaning of something that
feels so close and real.
I like taking to you and hearing that you are really
thinking about a process. I think that is important
from the perspective of psychotherapy.
JL: Oh, it is, it is a process that you are honed. You
have to pick appropriate poems, too, that are very
keen in where the writing can go. For example, you
would not ever use a suicide poem.
LG: I myself work very interactively, however, I have
also been in poetry groups and valued from reading
and hearing poems. Do you, yourself, utilize any
interactive poem writing, such as call and response,
or write poems specifically for/to a client and share
the poetry with them as part of a process.
JL: No, I do not write for the clients, but in our verbal
discussion, I am constantly writing notes of what
they are saying. I feed that back to them, which often
helps them into their writing. That involves keen
listening skills that are honed from studying
counseling and poetry therapy. The interactive piece
of it is that I am listening at a higher level than the
client is to what is already coming out of them. In the
longer 3-hour intensive group, in the first hour, each
participant shares uninterrupted what they are
bringing into the room. I listen very deeply at that
point to their sharing, so when I introduce the poem
and I listen to their responses there is a lot of
layering back to the initial share. It is interactive
between the client and myself, but they're doing the
writing.
LG: What I relate to in what you do is it sounds like
you are feeling the poetry of what they are bringing
in the room. You are hearing it at a poetic level.
JL: Yeah, yes I am and I am coming into images.
LG: Yes, exactly.

Psychotherapy and the Arts
And, that is craft, and it is different than poetry
therapy. But it serves my poetry therapy practice
for me to be so aware of my writing voice, like you
said for that rhythm, for that imagery, for their
body language. I am always seeing the poem, like
you said, for what is coming out of them. I think
that serves me well and I think for other art
therapists out there, they should be practicing
their craft as well.
LG: I am thinking about my own life in hearing
you. I believe there is so much gratification once
you are more familiar with your own process,
because you have more access to the meanings
that come forward, you feel them at a different
level and can sit with another person's emotional
process in a deeper and more grounded way.
JL: I don't know if you are familiar with the UCLA
SEA [social-emotional arts] certificate program,
where people interested in becoming arts
therapists go through an 8-week program. They
experience all different arts approaches, e.g.,
drumming, visual arts, music. I am the poetry
person and I get three hours with these trainees,
and I love it, because they are so eager to learn.
What is so important to me is that they
experience every writing exercise that I give
them. They actually go through and write, and
that is the way that I teach them, and then teach
them how to give feedback, how to listen, how to
do a group share. You can't just give people
writing prompts, they have to experience the
writing of it and that's where all the Aha’s come
in, because they can see: where did they
struggle? Was that easy? Was that hard? Was ten
minutes enough, or would you rather have had
fifteen? In three hours they get a lot of material
they can use to teach, but they have to
experience it and feel the effects of actually going
through the writing.
LG: I think we talked about this already, but can
you speak to the use of poems to help people
when going through dark periods in their lives?

JL: Yeah
LG: In my own work as a body psychotherapist, there
is a lot being conveyed in how people say things, in
their physical conveyances and all that surrounds
verbal language, the prosody and body rhythms--the
whole melody of communication. I agree that
listening deeply to all levels of communication is in a
sense the poetics of language.
JL: Yes, and I think it has served me to be always
studying my own writing and my own craft of poetry.
I am constantly working with different teachers.

JL: That touches upon my first book. If you look
on my website, I teach an 8-session course for
parents with special needs children. I use the
poems in my book to take them through what I
call the hero's journey, Joseph's Campbell's
Hero's Journey. I take them through the whole
journey. I use my own poems and the life process
with my son. This has helped a lot of parents.
There is a documentary that was on PBS
describing what we went through with Graham
[Autistic Like, Graham’s Story (2008)]. We have
been a model for parents with children that fall
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into this grey area of sensory processing, that
could be autism, but it often is not. And somehow
we did it right, so ..., he is fine now [big breath]. It
is a journey and I want to help parents. Especially
in that world, when parents put themselves out
there for their kids only, never taking time to
work on their own journey, they just don't realize
that if they can get to a place of peaceful
acceptance and find an outlet for their pain, it
affects their children.

LG: This has been a great conversation. Thank
you for your work. It’s been great to hear all the
different things you are doing and also more
about what is happening at UCLA in the arts
therapies.
JL: And good luck with all you are doing, it
sounds amazing.

Jennie Chapman Linthorst, MA, CAPF is an author, poet, expressive
writing teacher and founder of LifeSPEAKS Poetry Therapy. Jennie
works with men and women exploring personal histories through
reading and writing poetry. She currently teaches a unique poetry
workshop in the 3rd grade classrooms of the Manhattan Beach Unified
School District inspiring poetic writing, while fostering social and
emotional growth. She is also on the faculty of UCLA Arts and Healing
offering year-round poetry and expressive writing workshops to
adults. Jennie has taught workshops at UC Irvine Extension, the
University of Santa Monica, the National Association for Poetry
Therapy, and other organizations.
After graduating from Skidmore College with a BA in Psychology, and a
concentration in dance, Jennie began her career in arts education
coordinating artist-in-residency programs for Leap . . . imagination in
learning in San Francisco, and the Cultural Arts Division of the City of
Manhattan Beach. She has certification as an Applied Poetry Facilitator from the National
Federation of Biblio/Poetry Therapy. In 2011, she received her Master’s degree in Spiritual
Psychology from the University of Santa Monica, a highly experiential counseling program, which
applies a soul-centered approach to mental and physical well-being.
Jennie is the author of two books of poetry published by Cardinal House: Silver Girl and Autism
Disrupted: A Mother’s Journey of Hope. Her poetry has been featured in Edison Literary Review,
Forge, Sanskirt Literary Arts Magazine, Kaleidoscope, and Bluestem magazines. Her work has
been featured online at Hopeful Parents, Wellsphere, The SPD Blogger Network, and WOW! Women
on Writing
Jennie lives in Manhattan Beach, California with her husband Erik, and their son Graham. She is a
native of Knoxville, TN. More information can be found on her webpage
(http://www.lifespeakspoetrytherapy.com).

Dear Psychotherapy and the Arts Readers. As a new editor, I plan to include an interview
with a different arts therapist as a feature in each issue. I am especially interested in what
early life experience(s) and/or life challenges have informed therapeutic process, the role
of the arts in helping therapists themselves traverse personal challenges, and different
opinions on the relationship between the key components of our Newsletter/Special
Interest Group: Psychotherapy and the Arts.
-- Larry
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Announcements:

PSYCHOTHERAPY APPROACHES • CONTEMPLATIVE PRACTICES • COMMUNITY BUILDING

MARCH 30
through
APRIL 2

2017
DAILY WORKSHOPS
Multiculturalism • Autism & Special Needs
Phototherapy • Drum Circles • Yoga and Meditation
Eating Disorders & Body Image • Social Justice
Sand Therapy • Mindfulness • Stress & Anxiety
Ethics & Private Practice • Soul Collage • Vocal
Psychotherapy • Community Arts • Doll Making
Clay Work • End of Life • Older Adults • De-Roling
Ethnodrama • Sound Healing • Children & Adolescents
Trauma-focused Treatment • Masks • Bookmaking
Neurorehabilitation • Medical Clowning • Touch
Drawing • Cancer • Tape Sculpture • Digital Media
Assessment through Art • Military Populations
Authentic Movement • Mandalas • Resilience
& Wellness • Sensory Challenges • Addiction
Cyberbullying • Professional Issues . . . and more!

CO-SPONSORED BY EXPRESSIVE
MEDIA WITH UCLARTS & HEALING

H I LT O N LO S A N G E L E S A I R P O R T

Los Angeles, CA

Program, Faculty, and Registration
w w w. e x p r e s s i v e t h e r a p i e s s u m m i t . l a

CREATIVITY &
THE ARTS IN HEALING
art • drama • music • writing • dance • play

PLENARY
PRESENTATIONS
Trends in Creativity
The Science of Forgiveness
Can Pursuit of Meaning Keep Us Healthy?

CHOOSE
ANY ONE OR
COMBINATION
OF DAYS!
Details on Website

EVENING SELF-CARE SESSIONS

Credits
24 CEAvailable
Barry M. Cohen, ATR-BC
Conference Co-Chair

Ping Ho, MA, MPH
Conference Co-Chair

Lodging
only

139

$

Get on the Arts in Health CA mailing list!

(https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLS
dr7IeuSP5hipL0Mo6VuhjZLv-5BsUEkDphD0MDcSA78R4kQ/viewform)
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When great trees fall,
rocks on distant hills shudder,
lions hunker down
in tall grasses,
and even elephants
lumber after safety.
When great trees fall
in forests,
small things recoil into silence,
their senses
eroded beyond fear.
When great souls die,
the air around us becomes
light, rare, sterile.
We breathe, briefly.
Our eyes, briefly,
see with
a hurtful clarity.
Our memory, suddenly sharpened,
examines,
gnaws on kind words
unsaid,
promised walks
never taken.
Great souls die and
our reality, bound to
them, takes leave of us.
Our souls,
dependent upon their
nurture,
now shrink, wizened.
Our minds, formed
and informed by their
radiance,
fall away.
We are not so much maddened
as reduced to the unutterable ignorance
of dark, cold
caves.
And when great souls die,
after a period peace blooms,
slowly and always
irregularly. Spaces fill
with a kind of
soothing electric vibration.
Our senses, restored, never
to be the same, whisper to us.
They existed. They existed.
We can be. Be and be
better. For they existed.

Maya Angelou
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